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In this paper is presented a method by which the error sum of squares in 
tv1o- and higher-way des1.gns may be partitioned into single degree of freedom 
sums of squares such that one of the sums of squares so isolated for the two-way 
design is Tukey's [1949] sum of squares for non-additivity. Also presented is 
a proof that each of these sums of squares, under the assumptions underlying the 
analysis of variance, has a a~ chi-square distribution with one degree of 
freedom, independent of the remaining suma of squares. 
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The one degree of freedom sum of squares for non-additivity intro-
duced by Tukey [1949] is a most us~ful statistical tool. One of the 
basic assumptions for the use of the analysis of variance is that of 
additivity of effects [Eisenhart, 1947]. In the two-way design, for 
example, we assume that the Xij have a joint multivariate normal distri-
bution, with mean vector~+ai+pj and covariance matrix of cr2 times the 
identity matrix I• 
Testing the validity of the assumption. of additivity of effects, 
then, is an important consideration. A procedure to do this has been 
described by Tukey[l949] for an r x c two-way classification with one 
observation per cell and for other situations and for more than one ob-
servation per subclass [see Abraham, 1960; Elston, 1959, 1961; Federer, 
1955, 1959; Hamaker, 1955; Harter and Lum, 1957; Mbore and Tukey, 1954; 
Snedecor, 1956; Tukey, 1955; Ward and Dick, 1952]. The procedure Tukey 
[1949] described partitions the interaction sum of squares in an r x c 
classification into two parts: one is the sum of squares for non-
additivity, having under the null hypothesis a cr2 chi-square distribution 
with one degree of freedom; the other is the remainder of the interaction 
sum of squares, having under the null hypothesis a cr2 chi-square distri-
bution ydth rc-c-r degrees of freedom. The ratio of the first sum of 
squares to the mean square of the residual, then, under the riull 
hypothesis, is said to have an F-distribution with 1 and rc-c-r degrees 
of freedom [Tukey, 1949]. 
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It is the purpose of this paper, first, to propose a method by which 
the error sum of squares in two- and higher-way designs may be partitioned 
into single degree or freedom sums of squares- such that one or the sums 
or squares so isolated for the two-way design is Tukey 1s [ 1949] sum of 
squares ror non-additivity; and second, to present a proof that each of 
these sums or squares, under the null hypothesis, has a cr2 chi-square 
distribution ~~th one degree or rreedom, independent of the remaining 
sums or squares .. 
Individual lli!grees g.£ ru~ in !Yl r X c .QJJ!ssirica tio;o 
In the two-ractor treatment design with known levels in both 
directions, it has been common practice to use orthogonal polynomials to 
construct orthogonal contrasts among levels of the treatment factors .. 
Thus, the sum of squares due to treatment A at r levels may be partitioned 
into r-1 sums of squares: first, ~' the sum of squares due to linear 
regression on the levels of A; second, AQ' the additional sum of squares 
due to a quadratic regression on the levels of A; third, AC' the 
additional sum of squares due to a cubic regression; and so forth. The B 
sum of squares may be partitioned in a similar manner. 
In such a case, the ~nteraction sum of squares may be partitioned 
into (r-l)(c-1) independent sums of squares, using as coefficients the 
Kronecker product of the two matrice~ _of_ coeffi-cients for-the treatment 
factorso 
When the treatment levels are equally ,spaced, the computations are 
simple. However, Robson [1959] has auggested a relatively simple method 
~ I I • 
for constructing ort_hogonal polynomials when the independ,ent variable is 
unequally spacedo This method becomes even simpler to use when it has 
been programmed for a modern electronic computer. 
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Now, let us consider the case at hand, in which we do not know the 
level of the factors. If we could assume that the factors are unequally 
spaced according to the observed mean levels for the r rows x1., x2., •••, 
x and for the colU~lS i 1, i 2, n••, x A, we might use Robson 1s [1959] r. '" • ..... 
method for conatr~cting orthogonal contrasts when the independent variable 
is unequally spaced. Partitioning the interact1on sum of squares in this 
fashion (using as coefficients the Kronecker product of the two matrices 
of coefficients comp~ted assuming the rows and columns are spaced accord-
ing to the observed means), we find that the one degree of freedom sum of 
squares computed corresponding to the ~Ei comparison would be Tukey's one 
degree of freedom sum of squares for non-·addl. tivity., Also, this is the 
sum of squa;es due to linear regressio~ of the error estimate on the 
product of the corresponding row and column effect estimates [Harter and 
Lum, 1957]. 
In addition, Robson and Atkinson [1960] have demo~strated that the 
among reeression coefficients sum of squares in a one-,~~ analysis of 
covariance also may be partitioned into individual deg~ee of freedom sums 
of s;uares, 
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Distribution of ~ Ratio 2£ Iukev 1s ~ Degre~ Q! F~eedom !Qr !gn-
!ddi ti vi ty §.'!:Y!! of SguareJL !Q. the ~siduaJ. Mean Sgua.re 
First we shall present a proof that Tukey's sum of squares for non-
additivity has, under the basic assumptions of the analysis of variance 
[Eisenhart, 1947], a cr2 chi-square distribution. Tukey [1949] stated 
that this is so but did not present an analytical proof. This is an 
important preliminary in our further partitioning of the interaction sum 
of squares. 
We assume, as stated before, that the X .. have a joint multivariate ~J 
normal distribution, NU-t+a.i+t:>.i' cr2[I]). 
We define our parameter estimates as follows: 
,., -
ll = x •• 
1 r,c 
=-- z x4J' ' i = 1, ••• , r ; j = 1, 
ro i,j .. 
,., - - lc -
a-x x =-l:X.-x i - 1 • - • • c j iJ •• 
,., 1 r 
r-..J.=i.-x =-zx.-i ~ •J •• r i iJ •• 
• •• , c 
,., ,.. 
The variables ll, a1 , 
,. ,., '>. " " 
• • • a p. • • • p € • • • € are linear 
' r' 1' ' c' .11' ' rc 
combinations of variables with a joint multivariate normal distribution. 
These parameter estimates then have a joint multivariate normal distri-
bution with a singular covariance matrix, since there are 1 + r + c + rc 
parameter estimates derived from only rc observed x1j 1s. 
Let us restrict our consideration to a nonsingular transformation of 
the observations into a new set of rc random variables (a subset of the 
estimated parameters). 
__ , 
·' 
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The parameter estimates excluded from the right-hand column vector 
are all functions ot included parameter estimates. 
r,.. 
... That is, since .Ea1 = O, 
i 
,.. r-lA 
a = - 1:: a.1 • 
.r i 
~ . c-1,.. 
Similarly, p = - ~ ~­
.c i J 
A · c-16 
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e rc = .E .E e ij i j . • 
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The transformation matrix ! appears as follows: 
Column 
(c+1) 
..L ..L ..L ..1.... 
rc rc ••• rc rc • •• 
l 1 l 1 1 1 
-- --
.... 
-- -- • •• c rc c rc rc rc 
1 1 1 1 ! 1 
-- -- ••• -- -- • •• rc rc c rc c rc 
••• • •• • •• ••• • •• • •• 
Row 1 1 1 1 1 1 (!+1) -- -- ••• -- --- • •• r rc rc r rc rc 
_.1. 1 1 1 1 1 
--· .•• 8 -- -- ••• rc r rc rc r rc 
••• • •• ••• • •• • •• • •• 
Row 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 +.1. (r+c) 1---- +- - ..- + ...... • •• - -+- ••• r c rc c rc r rc rc 
1 1 1 1 1 
.1. 1 1 
--+- 1- .,. -- +- .... - ... +--
c rc r c rc rc r rc • •• 
••• • •• •• • ••• • •• • •• 
Row 1 
..!. +.!.. 1 1 1 _!+.1. (z+2c-1) --+ ••• 1---- +- • •• r rc rc r c rc c rc 
..!. 1 1 1 .1. 1 1 1 
- --+- ••• --+ 1---.- + ~ • •• rc r rc c rc :r c rc 
e<>c ee• • • • ••• ••• • •• 
Now, since ! is distributed according to N~+a1+~j 
' 
cr2[I]) z =AX 
'- -
is distributed [Anderson, 1958] according to N(~·Jl;f-a1+t>j 
' 
aa!JA,). 
.: 
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J.L+~+I\ J.L + 1 ka + 1 .El). r i c J 
J.L+~+~2 1 ~-- .Ea r l. 
• • • ••• .,~ (1) 
1 
a - - L.a. r-1 r ~ 
A •J.L+ai + 13. = !• = 
- - J f1 - 1 .E~. 
c J 
••• 
0 
0 g (2) 
/..L+a +p 
r c 0 
. . q~!J1 1 then is the covariance matrix, which is in the form of an 
array of several independent covariance matrices. 
va.r(x) 0 0 0 
""' ""' 0 Cov(gi,!!i') 0 . ' 0 
cr:ag,r = 
0 0 Cov (~j ,]j 1 ) 0 
0 0 0 
• Coy (~j ·~ i I j I ) 
L_. 
The individual elements of the matrix obtained from the indicated 
matrix multiplication are as itemized below; first the computation is 
shown; then the elements are arrayed in the several covariance matrices. 
Thus, 
Var(x) 
II. 
Var(J3.) 
J 
~ II. Cov(p. ,e1 .) J J 
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2c 1 1 . 1 (r-2 )c 1 1 
= c2 [ ~ (- -)(- _ -) + z (- -)2] = az (- -) 
rc c rc rc rc 
r rc-r i ) 
= a:a [ i; (! _ .!...)2 + z (-.!..).a] =c-1 a.a 
r rc rc rc 
1 1 1 1 r-1 1 1 1 
= a2 [ (-- -)(- --) + l: (- -'(-- -) 
r rc c rc rc' r rc· 
c-1 rc-r-c-1 ( 1) 1 1). 1 ] + i; -- r- -- + Z (- --)2 
rc 'c rc rc = 0 
[ 1 1 · 1 l 1 r-1 1 1 1 1 
= a.a C; - Z:'CJ (1- r - c + ;;;> + Z <; - ;;;) (- ; + ~) 
c-1 1 1 1 rc-r-c+-1 
+ ~(--+-)(---)+ Z (-.!...)(+.!..)] =0 
c rc rc rc rc 
1 1 1 r-1 1 1 c-1 1 1 
= a2 [ (1- - . -· .. + ·"-) 2 + l: (- - + -) 2 + z (- - + -) 2 
r " . c rc r· rc c rc 
rc-r-c+1 , __ ,,{~-1 ) 
+ z (.1..)2) =~.~.a 
rc rc 
( II. II. ) 2 [ ( 1 1 1 ) ( 1 . 1 1 1 Cov e1J.,e 11 J. =a 2 1----+- -- + --) + (c-2)(-- + -)2 r c . rc c rc c rc 
+ .2(r-1)(- 1 + .l.) (-1-' + (rc-c-2r+2)(1..)~] = - 1r-;1 la.a 
r rc rc' rc rc 
II. II. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Cov(e .,e . ) = cr2 [ 2(1- ., -- + -)(-) + 2(c-2)(-- + -)(-) iJ i 'J ' r c rc rc c rc ·rc 
. i" 1 1 1 1 
+ 2(c-2)(-- + --)(~) + 2(-- + 1-)(-- + Jl) 
. r :. . rc rc c rc r , rc 
1 1 1 1 , c-1 1 1 1 1 
= cr.a [ (- - -) (1- = - - + ...:!;..) + i; (- - --) (- - + -) 
c rc r c rc c rc c rc 
r-1 1 1 1 rc-r-c+-1 
+ Z (-- + --'(- --) + Z (- Jl)(.l...) ]. = o 
.. · r rc' rc . rc rc 
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= cr2 [ (l _ .1..)(- l + .1..) + (1_1 _! + 1..)(- 1..) 
r rc c rc r c rc rc 
r-1 .1. 1 1 r-1 1 1 1 
+ l: ( )(- - -) + l: (- -)(-- + -) 
rc r rc rc r rc 
[ 1 1 1 1) 1 1 1 1 = cr c- - -><- - + - + (1- - - - + -><- -> c rc r rc r c rc rc 
c-1 .1.. 1 1 c-1 1 1 1 
+ l: ( ) (- - -) + i.: (- -) (-- + -) 
rc c rc rc c rc 
r-2 1 1 .l. rc-2c-z+2 1 1 
+ J; (- r + ~)(- rc> + 2:: <rc-H- ;c>J = o 
Cov(~1 J .. ,~1J.,) = cr2 [2(1-l _l + .l.)(_l + .l.) + (r-2)(-1 + .l..p r c rc r rc r rc 
Thus, the covariance matrices appear as follows: 
i ••• 
tov(~,Qr-1) 
- Var(~1 ) 
••• 
• •• 
••• 
••• • •• 
••• 
,· . 
• • • Cov(~,.1l6_1 ) 
••• eee 
•o• 
cr2 
=-
rc 
r-1 -1 ••• 
-1 r-1 ••• -1 
-1 -1 ••• -1 
••• ••• • •• • •• 
-1 -1 • •• r-1 
c-1 -1 • •• -1 
-1 c-1 ••• -1 
• ••••••••••• 
-1 -1 ••• c-1 
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,. ,. ,. 
Cov (€ 11 ,€' 21) Cov(€'11'~22) Var(e11 ) Cov(ell1el2) ••• ••• 
Cov(Ell'€12) Varte12) ••• Cov (€ 121€' 21) (" ,. ) Cov el21e22 ••• 
••• ••• • • • ••• • •• • •• 
Cov(€11,€21) Cov(~12,~21 ) ••• Var(€'21) Cov(€'211€'22) • •• 
Cov(€11'€22) Cov(€'121€22) ••• Cov (€21 ,€22) Var(€'22) ••• 
••• ••• •• • • •• ••• • •• 
(r-1) (c-1) -(c-1) ••• -(r-1) 1 ••• 
-(c-1) (r-1) (c-1) ••• 1 -(r-1) ••• 
• •• ••• • •• •• • • •• • •• 
C12 
=-
rc 
-(r-1) 1 (r-1) (c-1} -(c-1) ••• ••• 
1 -(r-1) .... -(c-1) (r-1) (c-1) • <>• 
••• • •• ••• ••• ••• • •• 
,. 
It is now apparent that the vector of a1 estimates is independent of 
~ -~~~ vector of pj estl.mates and that both vectors are independent of x and 
,. 
the vector of eij estimates, since a necessary and sufficient condition 
[ . .Anderson, 1958] that one subset of the random variables of a joint normal 
distribution and the subset consisting of the remaining variables be in-
dependent is that each covariance of a variable from one set and a variable 
fr.om the other set be o. 
Using the parameter estimates we have defined previously, we should lik( 
rc ,. ,. ,. 
to prove 
l: aiJ3.e:i .. 
i . J J 
,J - The sq~re of this 
'' 
is N(0 1 ~~}. 
c •.• 
" 
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quantity is the sumo£ squares for Tukey's one degree of freedom. 
Several well-know lemmas, e.g. Midov [ 19~9 ], \odll be useful in the 
proof. 
Lemma 1. E(X) =E[E(xjz)] 
Lemma 2. Var(X) = E [ Var(xlz)] + Var [E(xjz)] 
Lemma 3. Cov(X,Y) = E(Cov(X,Yjz)) + Cov[E{xlz), E(Yjz)] 
Using Lemma 1, 
,.. ,.. ,.. ,.. 
E = E a. ••• a a ~·· A J.' ' r-1'.-1' '~c-1 
"' ,.. . "' Since the subsets €ij' ai, and Pj are independent of each other, the 
above expression is equal to 
= 0 
Thus, "' E(yl) = o. 
Using Lemma 2, we may write 
-- l ( ) rc,.. ,. ,. rc,.. ,. ,.. ~aipj€ij }!aipj€ij 
_!j 1\, "' .... .... 
\ 
v =E ~ •$• a ~ ••• ~ 
' ' r-1' ' ' c-1 
r A CA J .. r,.. c,.. ~ a2 ~Pa z a a .E ~2 
i i j j ;,i,' i j j / 
fE 
rc,.. ,... ,. 
~aipj€ij ,... 
.... 
,.. 
"' +V a ••• a fl ·•• ~-
l 1' ' r-1' ' ' c-1 r ,.. c,.. ~ aa ~P~ .. i i j J .• 
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From the previous expectation, we know that the second term of this 
·expression is zaro. Therefore, the above expression becomes 
r;r,c A. ,. ,. 
+ z · aiai , f3~ 
i . ' . J ,~ ,J 
1~' 
=E f _ _L_ 
. r c,. ( zcia z p2 i i . j 
' J 
r,c,.,. ,. '--1' rc,. ,. ,. (.,._,) 
+ ~ a.f3 (-f3,)(- .1£::~0'2 ) + Z a (-a )f3H-~2 ) i,j~j J rc i,ji i J rc 
" rc,. ,. ~ ,. J I 
+ Zaif3. ,aif3.) ~ 1 
ij J J rc ) 
= E f fc (rc-c-~1+c-1+r-1+1) { 
\. ) 
= E { a21 = 0'2 
" Thus, the variance of Y 1 is 0'2 , 
" It remains to demonstrate that Y 1 has a normal distribution. Since 
our vector of parameter estimates ~ = ~ has a normal distribution, the 
(2) " " " conditional distribution of the vector Z = (e11,e12,•••,e 1 1 ), given 
- r- ,c-
the vector of effect estimates ~{l)=.!(1 ), is norma1[Anderson, 1958] with 
mean 1!. (1 )+~2~2 -l (& (2 )!!. (2}) and covariance matrix Z:t1-l':t.~2 - 1121 • 
... 
, 
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Since in this case "12 = ~l = Q, the mean is ~ (l) and the covariance 
matrix is Cov~j'~ 'j ,). 
Thus, the conditional distribution of ~(2 ), given ~(l) is also the 
marginal distribution, since the vectors z(l) and z(2) are independent of 
each other. 
Inasmuch as linear combinations of normal varia tea are again normally 
,.. I ,.. ,.. . ... ... distributed, Y 1 ai,·~•,ar-l',:Sj,•••,.~c-l has a conditional distribution 
which is normal with mean 0 and variance a2 • As the conditional diatri-
bution is not dependent upan the conditions (the g1ven parameter esti-
"' ma tea), Y 1 then has a normal distribution with mean 0 and var1ance a2 • 
... "' 
,. (Za ~ X ) 2 
Therefore Yi = - i 2 j ~j , which is Tukey 1 a ~on-additivity sum of Zai Zl)j 
squares, has a a2 chi-squared distribution with 1 degree of freedom. 
~S!tiopal Individual Degrees Q! Ereedom for ~a-AdditivitY in ~ Two-
way Design 
.To approach the problem of the remaining one degree of freedom sums 
of squares, let us focus our attention on the vector ~ of rc error eati-
mates. The whole set of error estimates have a joint multivariate normal 
distribution with mean vector 0 and singular covariance matrix §• If we 
designate the (r-l)(c-1) b,y rc array of orthogonal contrasts used to 
partition the error sum of squares as matrix .Q, I=.m is the vector of 
orthogonal oontrastsa Now, since E is distributed according to N(O,~), 
!=~ is distributed (Anderson, 1958) according to N(O, :OOD 1). Now we shall 
show that~~ is a2l, with dimension (r-l)(c-1). We showed previously 
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that "'' = a2 • This proof holds for any set of ai and 
the main diagonal of ~~ consists of an array of a2 • 
To prove that the remainder of the matrix consists of zeros, we shall 
show that 
~ { 
E ) 
\ ( 
=0 
With the application of Lemma 3, the above expression becomes 
Cov 
rc.... "' ,.. rc .... 1,...t .... 
Zaip.€1. Zaip.€i. 
'" J . J ij J J l.J 
' 
r,. c,. 
Z:a 2 Z f3 2 i i j j 
JrAI OAI Za 2 Zf3 2 i i j j 
!' 
I 
+ Cov ~ E 
) 
I 
,· E 
.... .... ... 
) 
~,·•·,~,···,~c-1 \_ ) 
.... "' .... 
a.. '· •• 3 ' 6._ ' ••• ' j3 l. rl .c-1 
r ... . -~ .' 
.. .... ..... ... 
a.. •• • a ••• A 
.1' '~' H'c-1 
The second term of this expressfon becomes Cov [ 0 ; 0 } = o. 
, 
' 
, 
E 
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The first expression may be expanded as 
1 
rA, cAl za a Zjj.a 
i .i j J 
Cov~ij'~gj) 
j\AfA AI (c-l) A j\fAj\1 (r-1)02 ) + Za1a1 ~.(-f3.}(- a2 ) + Za.(-a1)~.f3j(-ij J J r c ij J. J rc 
. A j\ (A I~ I ) g:! J 
· + £·ai~. ai~j rc ij .. J . 
' rCn j\ AlAI 
.Ea. ~jai~.aa ij l. .J 
=E =E{o} =o 
r Cj\ A A fA I r A A I C A A f 
The above is equal to zero because i:;a1~.ai(3ja2 = za1a1 Z(3jp.a2 and 
. ij J i j J 
AI AI rA AI c,. AI 
the a1 and f3. have been chosen so that Za .. a1 = 0 = Zf3.~ .• 
. J i J. j J J 
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Extension to Highet,-Way Designs 
Tukey has indicated [ 1955] his general procedure for applying the 
single degree of freedom test of additivity to higher-way designs. The 
specific example illustrating his procedure is a 5 x 5 latin square. 
Elston [1959], faced with a four-way classification with unequal 
subclass numbers, found it advisable to apply Tukey 's test for non-
additivity when interaction was found to· be present---to see whether it 
indicated an appropriate transformation. However, he decided to apply 
the test on the basis of a two-way classification by collapsing three of 
the four classification variables to a single classification, for compu-
ta tional simplicity and because "it is much more likely that there exists 
a scale on Which two factors are additive than one on which four factors 
are mutually additive". 
The extension to higher-way designs which we should like to suggest 
does not have a single over~all·. degree of freedom for non-additivity 
corresponding to that of Tukey 1s; instead, there are separate degrees of 
freedom corresponding to the many.varioUs single degree of freedom sums 
of squares which could be isolated if the data were from a factorial 
experiment for which the levels are·known • 
. . . '-
For example, adding a third ?lassifioation C at v levels, with 
effect estimates o1,•••,ov' wo~d give us four separate single degree of 
freedom sums of squares of interest in testing for non-additivity. These 
would be: 
rev ... ,..,.. 
( Z a. pjci .k)2 
,.. a = _ijk l. · J 
yl 
r,.. c,.. 
v Za~ Z~~ 
i l. j J 
' 
,. 
~-........ 
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rev,_. ,.. ,.. 
< z ~jokc. .. J.k>2 
-- ijk. ..&. 
c,.. Vn 
r z~~ Z& 2 j .J k k 
rCVA A A A 
< z .ai~jokc.ijk. )2 ijk .. - . y 4 = -~-r-,..-c-,_.--:r-,..-
Za2 Ep 3 Zo 2 
i .1 j .j k -k 
The method suggested here is not applicable to the latin square 
design. 
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